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Chairman'William Galvano
c/o George Levesque, Esq.
The Florida Senate

Committee on Reapportionment
404 South Monroe Street
Tallahassee,FL 32399

Chairman Jose Oliva
c/o Matthew Carson, Esq
The Florida House of Representatives
Select Committee on Redistricting
402 South Monroe Street
Tallahassee,FL 32399

Re: 2012 ønd 2014 Updøted Voter Døta

Dear Chairman Galvano and Chairman Oliva,

Thank you for your recent correspondence requesting that the Coalition provide feedback to
the Legislature during this important special session. We have been closely following the session
with intense interest. We were particularly interested and disappointed in the staffs rejection of
Senators'calls for updated primary turnout data for the years 2012 and2014. After all, such data
would be extremely useful - and perhaps even essential - in conducting functional analyses on
minority districts. With such data it may be possible to draw minority districts that are more
compliant with tier two or that can allow minority voters to elect a representative of their choice
without crossing county lines.

'We 
are pleased to be able to provide you with the primary voting data for 2012 and20l4 for

Hillsborough, Pinellas, Broward, Miami-Dade, and Monroe Counties - where it is needed most for
determining how minority districts can be drawn to ensure compliance with both tier-one and
tier-two criteria. By email to your counsel, we have provided a link to the updated primary data.

V/henyouconfirmthatthe datais conect, wehopeyouwill addittothe MyDistrictBuilderdatabase.

It only took a few days for the Coalition to gather this data for the foregoing counties. That
included significant time spent determining the methodology that the Legislature had used to compile
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its MyDistrictBuilder database. The Legislature would likely be able to compile and produce
updated data much more quickly. If the Legislature contends that it cannot compile such data for the
entire state in a timely fashion, then it should at least do so for districts where a functional analysis
is required.

The 2010 data on which the Legislature continues to focus is now five years old. Having
now seen the updated data, it is evident that recent changes in voting pattems make a significant
difference, especially in areas with fast-changing demographics like South Florida. For example,
in District 26 in Congressional Plan CP-1, the updated turnout numbers demonstrate an increase of
nearly 6.5 percentage points in Hispanic turnout in the Democratic primary between 2010 and20l2.

Updated data could well have significant implications for the ability to create more tier-two
compliant Senate districts or even additional minority opportunity districts. Vy'e are continuing to
explore a possible alternative to the Legislature's base maps, and we believe it is important for the
Legislature to use updated 2012 and2014 primary voter data, particularly with regard to minority
districts. Failure of the Legislature to produce and rely on updated data for 2012 and2014 elections
could cause great concern as it could be seen as suggesting that the Legislature is intent on
maintaining a misleading status quo despite significant changes in minority voter demographics.

We continue to hope that the Legislature will do what it must to assure that its ultimate
approach results in the most constitutionally compliant Senate map. Thank you for your
consideration.

With kindest regards,I am

I

David B. King
DBIlap
enclosure


